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Ms. Melissa Jones
Executive Director
California Energy Commission
15 16 Ninth Street
Sacramento, CA 958 14
Re:

Appeal of Constellation NewEnergy, Inc. Regarding Application for
Confidentiality, RPS Track Form Submission, Docket No. 03-RPS-1078

Dear Ms. Jones:
Constellation NewEnergy, Inc. ("CNE") is in receipt of your letter dated July 2,2008 regarding
our May 19,2008 application for confidentiality in the above-cited docket.
CNE's application sought confidentiality for the following calendar year 2007 data:
1. CEC-RPS-Track Schedule 1: (Columns A-N); and
2. CEC-RPS-Track Schedule 2: (Columns A-R, and row 30)'
CNE wishes to thank you for granting the majority of CNE's request. However, with respect to
those portions of our application for confidentiality that were denied, i.e. the information in
Schedule 1, Columns C and N, and in Schedule 2, Columns C and R and Row 30 (i.e., cells A30
and H30), CNE is compelled to appeal your determination and request reconsideration.
Your letter at page 2 provides the following rationale for denying protection for certain portions
of CNE's information:
Finally, CNE's May 19, 2008, confidentiality application does not
make a reasonable claim to grant confidentiality to the aggregate
data identified in Schedule 1 column N, the aggregate data
identified in Schedule 2 column R, or, information in schedule 2
cell [A301 and cell [H30], since this information would not harm
CNE if publicly disclosed or be reverse engineered to somehow
reveal confidential information. Specifically, the information
contained in Schedule 1, column N, constitutes aggregated annual

'

Your letter at page 1 states that "We assume that CNE's request that information be designated confidential in RPS
Track Schedule 2, row 30 is a typographical error, and assume the request actually refers to row 29 (row 30 does not
contain data)." CNE has reviewed the excel file and confirms that the data is in fact located in Schedule 2 cells A30
and H30, although there are other cites in our initial application that refer to A29 and H29, which are typographical
errors. For purposes of this letter, CNE will refer to row 30 andlor cells A30 and H30.
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generation procured; the information contained in Schedule 2,
column R, contains total annual procurement in KWh. Cell [A301
is total annual retail sales, and cell [H30] is the total certified
renewables procured. Consequently, this information is denied a
designation of confidentiality since the Energy Commission has
determined that similar information is already publicly available
and does not rise to level of a trade secret. (Gov. Code, 5 6254 (k).)
CNE respectfully disagrees with your findings, and therefore requests your reconsideration and
submits this appeal to preserve its rights consistent with 20 CCR 3 2505(a)(3)(B). The heart of
CNE7sconcern is that CNE does not believe any of this data for the time period at issue is
publicly available. Moreover, while some of this data can be considered "aggregated as that
term is used in 20 CCR 3 2503(b)(9) because certain data represents the sum of the detailed data,
all of the data remains CNE-specijic because it has not been aggregated with the data of any
other LSE, and therefore remains trade secret data, the disclosure of which would harm CNE
through the loss of competitive advantage. In short, CNE is not aware of any basis for, and
therefore disputes, the claim that any "similar information" specific to CNE applicable to this
specific time period is publicly available.
Although more aggregated than the underlying detailed data, CNE considers each of these
elements to constitute trade secret data with significant commercial value, the disclosure of
which would provide (1) our retail competitors with competitively sensitive information
regarding CNE's present market position (i.e., data in Schedule 2, Cell A30) that is not otherwise
available, and (2) potential RPS suppliers with much more current insight into CNE's immediate
RPS procurement needs (Schedule 2, Cell H30) than would be available if the limited duration of
protection requested was granted. Disclosure would result in a loss of competitive advantage for
CNE by providing those entities access to valuable information about existing commercial
relationships, CNE's specific percentage share of certain resources allocated based on load share
or CNE's regulatory compliance status that these entities otherwise would not have. Such access
may result in a loss of CNE's ability to secure or maintain favorable commercial transactions.
This outcome would obviously harm CNE, and it would also harm CNE's customers and
undermine the market forces that keep consumer prices low.
Finally, even if any other LSE permitted disclosure of data concerning that LSE's 2007 RPS
procurement activities, the acquiescence on that LSE's part to such disclosure or failure to assert
confidentiality in no manner precludes CNE from asserting its right to protect its individual trade
secret data over the period requested.
Because CNE understands the Commission's desire to balance access to timely information with
the legitimate protection of commercially sensitive, trade secret data, CNE's original
confidentiality requests asked to protect the less detailed data "for a period of at least one (1)
year from the last month covered in the reports for Columns C and N of Schedule 1 and Columns

